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Welcome to our first issue of Smoky Mountains Fan Connection.  A little about us—we have been doing fan-

zines since 1976—if you haven’t guessed by our cover it was called “Florida Fandom”.  Like so many fanzines 

of the era it came out when ever and still does—the last issue being an e-zine in 2011 and a new one may 

come out this year.  

Back in the early 80 we moved up to the sevier county area for about two and half years.  During that time 

we decided we would start a fanzine here—and the name we came up with was “Smoky Mountains Fan Con-

nection”  and as far as we got was the cover. One of the people who did art for Florida Fandom sent us the 

picture you see on our cover. We made the paste up for the  cover and then got out our electric typewriter 

that traveled with us from South Florida—plugged it in and turned it on and it came alive and wouldn’t do 

anything but make sounds. Didn’t have money at the time to buy a new typewriter. Sigh . When we went 

back to Florida we got a new electric typewriter and went back to Florida Fandom—added a computer to 

help—and as computer got better finally in the 90’s replaced the typewriter, rubber cement, press type, and 

gridded paper.  

Now we jump 40 years and we have a small booth in Bargain Hunters Antique & Flea Market Mall.  And it is 

time to bring  Smoky Mountains Fan Connection to life.  Our last print issue was for Ruth Coy’s Collectables in 

The Farmer’s Market Mall in West Palm Beach—and we feel it only right to have a zine for the much smaller 

Ruth Coy’s Collectables  here . 

Now if you would like to see a color version of this we will have a PDF version on line at  

www.floridafandom.com   When you get to the site click on PDF versions.  

Our store in West Palm Beach Our booth in Knoxville 

Florida Fandom Presents: Smoky Mountain Fan Connection #1.  Copyright©2022 Rick and Ruth Coy. Published when ever. Florida Fandom since 1976.  Free 

PDF copy WWW.floridafandom.com .   Our email address is RCC@dragonpalm.com.  



Today there are several different types of collectors: 

1. Fan /Collector: This is the first type of collector  and mostly started around 1938 .  With the coming of Superman in Action 

Comics # 1, changed comics.  We had the SUPERHERO! The first collectors were kids, who didn’t want to give up their comics 

and a few adults also got into this new medium. (Thank goodness or we wouldn’t have any Action Comics 1 today). These 

collectors read their comics and enjoyed the heroes.  Today we still have the fan collectors. They read the comics—condition 

isn’t as important to these fans as it is to some of the others. Very seldom will you find MINT issues in these collections.  They 

are fans first and collection is one of the activities of being a fan. 

2. The Collector Fan:  This is a person who is more interested in the condition of his collection.  He still reads his books, most will 

not let other read them.  For reading the comic is put on a flat surface like a table and some will even use white cloves when 

reading. They are both bagged and boarded.  He will have some NM—Mint comics because he bought both a reading copy 

and a collecting copy.  He will buy lower condition comics for reading and to fill holes in his collection, but will buy a better 

version if he can afford it to replace it. He may have a box of reading comics that he will let other read. 

3. The Investor Collector:  These are people who do not read the comics will not know anything about the charters in them.  

Nothing in his collection is lower than Very Fine. He will have short boxes of the same issue and he will have slapped comics.  

He will not let other touch his comics. If the comic isn’t slabbed it will be better bag and acid free backing boards. He will have 

books on collecting comics and the newest copy of Overstreet.  When he sales books he wants the highest price and if 

slabbed anywhere from 10 to 100 times what it sales for unslabbed.  

 Now we have some collectors that are mixes of these three main types. And what had started as an all boys club has changed 

over the years with more women both as fans, as well as professionals in the comic field.   Now for some of you who may have no 

idea what some of the things I was talking about.  SHORT BOX—there are two size boxes for collecting comics—a Long box which 

holds about 300 comics and is used more by stores for their back issues. And the short box holding about 150 comics.  It lighter to 

carry and takes up less space. Now you can find some other specialty boxes made out of plastic and other materials. SLABBED—

these are comics that are sealed in a hard plastic that have been professedly graded  - A slabbed comic should last forever.  It also 

cost to get them slabbed—the price includes the grading—as an ungraded slabbed comic wouldn’t work.  BAGGED—there are 

several different types of bags made for comics—the cheapest being  thin plastic.  You have several difference thickness and 

different make up of the bags.  Plastic ones need to be replace from time to time. The bag protects the comic from a lot of the 

things that can lower it price.  Boarded—a backing board is added to the bag—you want acid free or very low acidic .  This also 

helps protect the comic.  Both bags and boards have gone up the past few years, the boxes also have gone up.  Which is a 

shame—some comics are worth less that what is made to protect them.  A lot of smaller dealers are not boarding there lower 

condition books. OVERSTREET— The oldest and longest running Comic Book Price Guide is the Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide.  

Most dealers use it as a base to their prices (This doesn’t mean they price their comics what the guide has them listed for)  We 

have another article in here that talks in detail about pricing.  Some collectors use the guide for getting an idea of what their col-

lection is worth .  ACTION COMICS #1—this is considered the first Superhero comics book and was the first appearance of Super-

man. Just to see one will excite a comic collector—this is the ultimate comic.  In auctions it has sold in the millions of dollars  yet in 

1938 you could boy it for a dime.  

A Slabbed Action Comics num-
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A lot goes into pricing comics.  First you need an idea of how to grade a comic.  In the old days it was easy 

you had Mint, Near Mint, Very Fine, Fine, Very Good, Good, Fair, and Poor.  Today they are graded from 99.9  

as the best to 0.2 the worse. These grading are done by professionals and the comics they grade usually get 

slabbed.  Most dealers use the older gradings—which are non-professional.  But because of this you do not 

see grades on comics as much as you used to unless it is slabbed.  (an untrained eye wouldn’t see the differ-

ence between a VF—Mint comic)  Also when pricing several hundred comics at a time it takes too long to do 

detail gradings—so key comics are better graded than others 

Now you need an Overstreet Price Guide—and to use it, you need to know what it is.  It has a lot of infor-

mation that will help you.  First the prices in there are an average of what they were sold for during a 12 

month period = which is usually ended several months before the guide came out. (it has to be this way, 

even with computers it takes time to put all the information together.)  In Overstreet they have a section on 

trends of what selling. Called Market Report. This show that a comic is in demand which will increase it’s 

price. Some things like Variant covers are not covered very well by Overstreet.  These are things you need to 

use the internet.  When doing internet put in the title issue date and if it’s a variant cover. Using both Image 

and Shopping with google will give you a range of comics and an idea of that it’s going for.  You will also 

come upon books that are not in Overstreet. (there are all kinds of reason from the fact that they are trying 

to cover every comic printed between 1938 and present. Some real small companies are not in the guide—

again the internet must be used.  BEWARE: there are dealers who have very low prices, that have unreason-

ably high shipping charges. ( an example was a comic that was selling between $40 and $75 being listed for 

$1.97 plus $43 shipping and handling.  This happens a lot—also on comics they may only have one for that 

price, but others for more—closer to what others are selling for and they may, once at the site see the sold 

out sticker on it. )  Some times you will not find a comic in the guide or online...And the bad part with that is 

two fold—it could be such a cheap comic, that shipping would make it way over what it’s worth or it could 

be so rare no one has it.  You can put a high price on it and hope it sales or take the chance and put a real 

low price on it.    

Comics also go for different prices in different places.  This isn’t as bad as it once was, because there is a lot 

of internet selling now. But you will still have dealers that have a large amount of certain comics and to get 

rid of them sell at a lower prices—also some stores deal only Fine or better comics and when they get in les-

sor grades—they sell them for low prices .  These stores can be noted by the large amount of slabbed comics 

they have.  The plus with the slabbed comic is that has been professional graded the con is you can’t read it. 

( you can open it, but then you would need to get it regraded and reslabbed .  And the grade may go down 

on it.) 

Pricing comics to sell is a time consuming job.  Today because of grading you will see on line comic that in-

stead of  giving a grade they will list the flaws.  And in stores unless it is slabbed it will not have a grade, 

since you can see what the book looks like. When buying your main thing is , what are you willing to pay for 

the book.  Price change all the time—going up and going down. 



Comic book fandom was formed in the image of SF Fandom.  It started with people getting together to 

trade and talk comics.  It could have started as early as 1933—as some of the SF fanzines (which go back as 

far as the late 19th century)  started talking about and running  fan made comics. But it was in 1947 that the 

Comic Collectors News appeared.  EC comics had a large following—but comic fandom got strong in the 

1960—the silver age of comics.  One reason could be that Golden Age comics could still be found easy—

such things as Action 1 could be bought for under $100. Back issue dealers appeared and many sold comics 

in the ads in Marvel  and DC Comics.   Groups of fans started having get together to trade and sale comics—

most likely started in the late 30’s but it was in the 60’s that they started calling these events cons.   The 

first official was New York Comic Con in 1964. It was a one day affair.  As the interest grew so did the cons. 

The early cons were all not for profit done by fans and fan clubs.  They started getting Comic Book pros as 

guest (most did it for free—just to meet their fans)  As the cons got bigger they started being two, three or 

more days long. They went form being in meeting halls to hotels.  By the mid 1970’s we had both the larger 

cons and the smaller ones (still held in meeting halls)  The smaller ones were called mini-cons.  The dealers 

tables would line the walls—guest or films would be shown from the front of the room.  As time went on 

even the mini-cons would be in hotel were they could have two or more rooms.  Giving a separate room for 

the dealers and the films and guest.  Unless you wanted to see the film or guest most of the fans would 

hang out in the dealers room.  

The days before internet fans found the best way to communicate was FANZINES.  They ranged from mostly 

letter coms with some Comic related reviews to zines that were almost professional looking.  One of the top 

zines in the mid– 70’s was RBCC (rockets blast comic collector) by G. B. Love and then Jim Van Hise.  It was 

run like a professional magazine—always being out on time (most fanzines were when ever) Articles on the 

creators of the day.  Many of the Fans who did art for them went on to be Comic Book professionals.  But it 

was the small zines and apas( a monthly mailing of members minizines) that were the backbone of fandom. 

This is how people got to know other fans.  Sometime you would get to meet at a con or a club.   

As time went on it seemed that fandoms like SF, Comics, Star Trek, Star Wars, Dr. Who, seem to have a lot 

of overlap and we stated seeing multi-cons.  It seem to start with the mini-cons since many couldn’t get 

guest—they would show movies and the movies would be SF since at the time there were not many Super 

Hero or comic related films out (you had serials many last more hour than the mini-con) .  Most modern 

cons cover multi fandoms because of the over lap. Today so many of the cons are commercial and many 

fans can not afford to go to them. (and if you can afford to go—everything cost—including the autographs 

of the guest)  You can find fan fueled cons still, but they are far apart.  A few year ago I went to a mini-con 

in Maryville, held by the public library ,which was free—it felt like the mini-cons I went to in the 70’s—my 

wife and I had a great time at it—were looking forward to the one the next year and  Covid decided it was-

n’t going to be on.  



Fanzines were the only way to commutate in the early days of Fandom.  The first turned up in the late nine-

teenth century and were about SF.  Comic fanzines started in the  mid twentieth century.  Most were very 

crude—but some like the RBCC and ALTEREGO were very professional looking. Some would go a few issues 

others lasted for years. Some came out on a regular basis  but most when ever. With comic fanzines we had 

everything from “Comic Books” , review books, adzines, fan magazines, - almost all of them would carry a 

letter page. Many people who started in fanzine would end up as comic professionals . Some knew more 

about the professional comic charters than the companies the made them.  Fan Fiction which is on line now 

started in fanzine.  Some of your earliest SF zines would have fan stories in them—some original charters, 

more times than not—it would be their take on a world already created by a professional.  Now fan fiction 

would break trademark laws and copyright laws—the fans always  made sure they would let the readers 

know who owned the copyright on the charters in their fan fiction—and because of the low circulation , 

crude publication,  the copyright and trademark owners would over look them. (I think a lot of the compa-

nies looked at the fanzines as a training ground.)  Now in the 60’s what came out was underground comics—

these were adult themed comics—most in black and white—and because it worked in fanzines some of the 

“creators” of these comics felt that they could get away with using protected work—fanzines published usu-

ally about 100 copies—very few had a circulation close to 1000 and were all sold by mail or maybe at a con.  

Underground comics had circulations in the  tens of thousands  and sold by mail and at underground and 

head shops, surf shops and others.  And they made a profit on them. (Less that 10% of fanzine broke even, 

much less made a profit} And many of  the people who worked on underground comics worked on above 

ground comics also.  The underground comics found out quick that they didn’t have the freedom as the fan-

zines with trademarked charters. (The same companies also made some x-rated posters of main stream 

charters ) When they got busted they had to turn over all profits they had made plus try to get back all ex-

isting copies of their works. (face no one who had bought one would sell it back) but they would get any still 

on the racks of the stores , as the store owners didn’t want to become part of the law suits. Disney was one 

of the companies that went crazy after the undergrounds—and they had their share of fanzines they let live.  

Because of this, today the posters and comics that exist go for thousands of dollars.  

Today most fanfiction and fanzines are on line.  Fanzines in PDF format so they can be read by many different 

formats.  They still have more freedom than other types publications.  First and foremost on this is the fact 

the creators of fanzines are not trying to profit off of what they do—it their love of genre and the charters 

fuel their desire to create them.  And again this give the next professional a playground to test the waters.  

Today we have something between professional and fanbased publications, these are the so called inde-

pendent comics  -  they replaced underground comics—using the same format , color covers and black and 

white inside.  Some of the earliest was Bill Black’s Paragon publications—which became AC Comics. Bill was 

using some of the Golden Age charters in Paragon and found out fast which ones still had owners—who just 

told him to stop using them.  Teenage Mutant Ninga  Turtles—changed the face of independent comics as it 

sold more copies than most professional comics of it age.   TMNT has since been published by professional  



Companies, had movies, tv shows, and all sorts of toys made of them.  Because of their success—many oth-

ers fans—took their fanzine comics and transformed them into independent comics.  Most failed. They may 

have upped their circulation a thousand fold, but that wasn’t enough to pay for publication—first they  had 

to share their cover price with both a distributer and retail store. Their price per issue had to be higher than 

the professionals—yet their insides were black and white.  They had trouble getting the life blood of most 

magazines—ADS. (The cost of ads in a publication is based on circulation—professional companies could sell 

the back cover for all their issues coming out a certain week—using the combined circulation of all the issues 

for that weeks run)  Now some made it—and they did so by joining up with others to form companies that 

could compete with the pros and they became pros themselves— First Comics, Eclipses Comics, Image Com-

ics, AC Comics, Apple Comics and more.  When they joined up they were able to change to color insides, get 

better circulation And ads—sometimes only one ad and house ads—but this added to the revenue.  



Picture from Palm Beach Con 1 of con co-chair John Ellis  Star Trek GOH George Takei  and Con co-chair Rick Coy 

Mini-con in Tampa Florida mid 70’s.  Con chairman Richard Shepherd, SF Writer Andre Norton and Creator of Captain Marvel 

(Shazam) C.C. Beck. 


